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Introduction

• Real-time alignment and calibration of the LHCb detector
• Test beam alignment

• Bach - A software-tool to align telescope-like detectors
• Timepix3 telescope

• Alignment of the upgrade LHCb vertex locator
• Much of the work being performed in the context of LHCb is generally applicable
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Motivation



Why do we need to align detectors?

• Physics performance relies on the alignment and calibration of the detector
• Initial alignment uses survey measurements
• Better performance can be obtained using a track based alignment

LHCb Preliminary

First alignment: σΥ = 92 MeV/c2

LHCb Preliminary

Latest alignment: σΥ = 49 MeV/c2
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The LHCb detector



The LHCb detector

10mrad

300mrad

• Acceptance between 2 and 5 in pseudorapidity

• Vertex locator is moved ±29mm to a position 8mm away from the beam
• Four tracking stations, one before and three after the magnet

LHCB-DP-2014-002 DOI:10.1142/S0217751X15300227
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The LHCb detector

Velo

Magnet (4 Tm)
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The LHCb detector

Velo

Magnet (4 Tm)

TT

T1-T3

• Acceptance between 2 and 5 in pseudorapidity
• Vertex locator is moved ±29mm to a position 8mm away from the beam
• Four tracking stations, one before and three after the magnet

LHCB-DP-2014-002 DOI:10.1142/S0217751X15300227
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Realtime alignment and calibration



Why align and calibrate a detector in real time?

• In each second of LHCb running there are:
• over 200 000 bb̄ pairs
• over 4 000 000 cc̄ pairs

• Almost every event can potentially contain something interesting
• Available output bandwidth can’t keep up, full event can only be read out at:

• LHC Run 1: 5 kHz
• LHC Run 2: 10 kHz

Solution: Use trigger reconstruction and only store partial
event
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How do you align and calibrate a detector in real time?

• To be able to perform analyses using the trigger we need alignment constants
before starting the trigger
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How do you align and calibrate a detector in real time?

• At the start of each run start by buffering all events to disk
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How do you align and calibrate a detector in real time?

• Once enough events have been buffered start the alignment
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How do you align and calibrate a detector in real time?

• After the alignment completes update the constants as required
• HLT2 is then started
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How do you align and calibrate a detector in real time?

• New “Turbo” output stream added to take advantage of the reconstruction quality
• Major paradigm shift as we no longer store all data for each event

• Saves computing resources as the reconstruction is only ran once
• Turbo stream events are 14x smaller than full stream events

• Trigger ouput rate has been increased by 25%
• Trigger efficiency for B+ → D0π+ increased from ∼ 75% to > 90%
• Other LHC experiments are considering at similar systems
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Alignment results on 2016

• Automatic update for the VELO and tracker alignment
• Monitoring purpose for the Muon chambers and the RICH mirror alignment
• Automatic update for the OT t0 calibration, RICH calibration and calorimeter
calibration
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Results
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Abstract: The production of J/ψ mesons in proton-proton collisions at a centre-of-mass

energy of
√
s = 13 TeV is studied with the LHCb detector. Cross-section measurements

are performed as a function of the transverse momentum pT and the rapidity y of the

J/ψ meson in the region pT < 14 GeV/c and 2.0 < y < 4.5, for both prompt J/ψ mesons

and J/ψ mesons from b-hadron decays. The production cross-sections integrated over the

kinematic coverage are 15.30 ± 0.03 ± 0.86µb for prompt J/ψ and 2.34 ± 0.01 ± 0.13µb

for J/ψ from b-hadron decays, assuming zero polarization of the J/ψ meson. The first

uncertainties are statistical and the second systematic. The cross-section reported for J/ψ

mesons from b-hadron decays is used to extrapolate to a total bb̄ cross-section. The ratios

of the cross-sections with respect to
√
s = 8 TeV are also determined.
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cross-sections in pp collisions at
√
s = 13TeV
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Abstract: Production cross-sections of prompt charm mesons are measured with the

first data from pp collisions at the LHC at a centre-of-mass energy of 13 TeV. The data

sample corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 4.98± 0.19 pb−1 collected by the LHCb

experiment. The production cross-sections of D0, D+, D+
s , and D∗+ mesons are measured

in bins of charm meson transverse momentum, pT, and rapidity, y, and cover the range

0 < pT < 15 GeV/c and 2.0 < y < 4.5. The inclusive cross-sections for the four mesons,

including charge conjugation, within the range of 1 < pT < 8 GeV/c are found to be

σ(pp→ D0X) = 2460± 3± 130 µb

σ(pp→ D+X) = 1000± 3± 110 µb

σ(pp→ D+
s X) = 460± 13± 100 µb

σ(pp→ D∗+X) = 880± 5± 140 µb

where the uncertainties are due to statistical and systematic uncertainties, respectively.

Keywords: Charm physics, Forward physics, Hadron-Hadron scattering, Heavy quark
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• Commissioning of the new stream went very smoothly
• Results using the turbo stream presented within a few weeks of Run 2 starting

• J/Ψ cross-section
• D0 , D+ , D+s and D∗+ cross-sections

• More results due soon
• Real time alignment and calibration fully automatic since end of 2015
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Alignment package



Bach

• Standalone alignment package:
• Package developed within WP2 Common software tools in FP7 AIDA
• Standalone software: only depends on ROOT and BOOST
• Documented in AIDA-NOTE-2014-001

• Now being used by:
• LHC beam gas vertex group ISBN:978-3-95450-132-8

• MICE (Muon Ionization Cooling Experiment) 10.1140/epjc/s10052-013-2582-8

MICE
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Timepix3 telescope

• Support on alignment for testbeams
• Several test beams planned for this year in preparation for the LHCb upgrade

• VeloPix chip for LHCb’s upgrade vertex locator
• Other phase one upgraded sub detector components
• In the past other experiments have used the test beam telescope
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Upgrade vertex locator



Upgrade velo alignment

• Modifications made to integrate the upgrade velo
geometry into the existing LHCb alignment framework

• Alignment running successfully
• Work ongoing to understand the alignment
performance
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Milestones



Milestone 18

• Design document for alignment Toolkit with
tight coupling to DD4hep

• Thank you to Markus Frank for putting this
together

• “Running prototype for alignment Toolkit”
(MS40, due in M21)

Advanced European Infrastructures for Detectors at Accelerators

– DRAFT –
DDAlign

Alignment Support for the

DD4hep Geometry Description

Toolkit

Design Document

M. Frank
CERN, 1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland
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Conclusion

• Commissioning of the real time alignment and calibration has gone very well
• Has been shown at many conferences 10.1088/1742-6596/664/8/082010

• Alignment package is used by AIDA Timpix telescope and by BGV and MICE
• Future development and integration of alignment in DD4Hep

• Alignment procedure running for LHCb’s upgrade vertex locator
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Questions?
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Backup
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